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Meaningful Platform Transparency

Transparency to Inform Society & Prepare for Upcoming 
Regulations
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The Integrity Institute is a growing community of 250+ tech 
workers who believe in building integrity-first online platforms 
that help individuals, communities, and democracies thrive.

With years of experience mitigating harms to people and 
communities within 55+ online platform companies, we bring 
seasoned, insider knowledge to leaders theorizing, building, 
and governing online platforms and help them put integrity 
front and center.

Here’s how we do it:

⊳ We build and empower a community of integrity 
professionals in tech, giving them the tools and 
research they need to make online platforms safer and 
healthier for people and societies

⊳ We advise online platforms, policymakers, and 
academics to put integrity at the heart of company 
governance, compliance, and tech regulation.

⊳ We educate the public about what an integrity-first 
future looks like for the social internet.

What is the 
Integrity 
Institute?



This deck is significantly a reflection of the work of the 
Transparency Working Group at the Integrity Institute

⊳ You can see our existing transparency briefings and our 

newest on when it releases (soon!) at 

https://integrityinstitute.org/resources 

⊳ We have many world leading experts in and all aspects 

of integrity and T&S work in our membership

⊳ We love talking about how to make their transparency 

reports better and more comprehensive, for both civil 

society and companies

⊳ We want to help everyone get this right.

Please reach out! hello@integrityinstitute.org

Talk to us!

https://integrityinstitute.org/resources
mailto:hello@integrityinstitute.org


What is meaningful 
transparency?



What is meaningful transparency?

⊳ Lots of new regulations mandating transparency

⊳ This is great!

⊳ Transparency is one of the most impactful policy options

⋗ Can increase the influence of trust & safety workers inside of companies

⋗ Can change business incentives

⊳ But there are absolutely right ways and wrong ways to do transparency



Quick Example: Prevalence
⊳ Platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube are releasing prevalence metrics in transparency reports

⋗ This is good! A nice proactive step from the platforms
⋗ And, when you’re inside the companies, prevalence is the most useful metric (A/B testing, goal setting)

⊳ But…. from the outside… who cares?
⋗ How should the public interpret them? Is 0.02% prevalence of hate speech good? Or bad? Responsible or irresponsible?

⊳ Simply put, the public doesn’t really care about prevalence
⋗ They care the true scale: How many exposures? How many people?
⋗ They care about why the exposures happen: From platform recommendations? From users DM’ing each other?
⋗ They care about the nature of the harms: How frequently are viewers exposed? What’s borderline and violating content like?

https://transparencyreport.google.com/youtube-policy/views

YouTube’s VVR

https://transparencyreport.google.com/youtube-policy/views


What is meaningful transparency?

⊳ Meaningful transparency means
⋗ Informing the public about the scale, cause, and nature of harms that occur on platforms
⋗ Giving the public enough information to validate the claims of the platforms
⋗ Giving the public enough information to ensure platforms are designed responsibly, using best practices
⋗ Broadly aiding the public in understanding platforms and their impact

⊳ Meaningful transparency will provide accountability
⋗ Incentivize companies to take concerns and recommendations from integrity and trust & safety teams more seriously
⋗ Create a stronger business incentive to design the platform more responsibly

Transparency should empower people inside of companies to do the right thing and strengthen the health of platforms 
for the long term, from both business and user point of views.

Transparency should empower society to make informed decisions around responding to harms on the social internet.



The Coming Regulation



BRACE YOURSELF

GOVERNMENT MANDATED 
TRANSPARENCY IS COMING

Source: Ned Shark 



Transparency Regulation

⊳ Regulation that involves transparency passed in
⋗ California
⋗ Australia
⋗ The UK
⋗ The EU

⊳ Regulation that involves transparency has proposed in
⋗ US (Federal)
⋗ Brazil
⋗ India

⊳ Basically, it’s coming, and when combined, it’s going to be 
comprehensive

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2021/global-drive-control-big-tech

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-net/2021/global-drive-control-big-tech


Transparency Regulation

⊳ Regulation is coming in the form of
⋗ Audits

⋗ Documentation of product functions and policies

⋗ Reports on content moderation

⋗ Risk assessments

⋗ Data access

⊳ In theory, this could be a legal mess!
⋗ Each regulation asking for things widely different things

⊳ It doesn’t look like this is the case, there’s a lot of alignment between regulation



Transparency Regulation

https://digitalservicesact.cc/dsa/art26.html
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billCompareClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB2273&showamends=false

https://bills.parliament.uk/publications/51870/documents/3679
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/5339/text#toc-id058DC41D2F27402882F730E0DE93B809

DSA Article 26 [EU]

AADC [California]

Online Safety Bill [UK]

PATA [US]

https://digitalservicesact.cc/dsa/art26.html
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billCompareClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220AB2273&showamends=false
https://bills.parliament.uk/publications/51870/documents/3679
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/5339/text#toc-id058DC41D2F27402882F730E0DE93B809


ONE TRANSPARENCY REPORT TO 
RULE THEM ALL

Source: Gollum 



What is “risky” content?

⊳ Bills call out “risk assessments.” But what risks? What content?
⋗ Illegal content
⋗ Content that risks human rights
⋗ Content that harms children

⊳ But most platforms have already done this work
⋗ Platforms do have good incentives to develop comprehensive content policies
⋗ Codified all this content in their content policies

⊳ So, let’s go with the easiest answer: Content that violates platform policy
⊳ “Violating content” will be a shorthand for “risky content,” “illegal content,” and 

“harmful content”



Transparency Frameworks



Transparency Frameworks

Goal of the frameworks

⋗ Meet the spirit and the letter of the risk assessment laws

⋗ Make clear the scale, cause, and nature of exposures to and risks from 

violating content

⋗ Enable external parties to validate the report

⋗ Explain how algorithms and platforms are designed and the role they play in 

exposures to and risks from violating content

⋗ Explain how company processes play a role in exposures to and risks from 

violating content



Scale of harms and risks
Delivered in a (public) transparency report

⊳ What is the prevalence of violating content?
⊳ How many exposures to violating content are there in a given time window (30 days, etc.)?
⊳ How many users are exposed to violating content in a given window?
⊳ All broken down by

⋗ Violation type
⋗ Basic demographics (region, age bucket)
⋗ Other additional, aggregate details, (protected classes or vulnerable groups) when appropriate

https://transparency.fb.com/data/community-standards-enforcement/hate-speech/facebook/

How many people were shown 
hate speech?

How many exposures of  hate 
speech were there?

https://transparency.fb.com/data/community-standards-enforcement/hate-speech/facebook/


Cause of harms and risks

Delivered in a (public) transparency report

⊳ The frequency of underlying causes of the exposures to violating content
⋗ What % take place in an algorithmic feed?
⋗ What % are from creators that the user follows?

○ What % of those follows came from an algorithmic recommendation?
⋗ What % of exposures are on public content?
⋗ What % of exposures are from creators that have previously posted violating content?

⊳ Different means of exposure have different implications for risk
⋗ Users DM’ing each other violating content has a different risk profile than algorithms recommending it

Feed Exposure

Hey, check this out

DM Exposure

VS.



Nature of harms and risks

Delivered in a (public) transparency report

⊳ For users that are exposed to violating content, what is the distribution of # of exposures in a given time window (30 
days)?

⊳ All users seeing a low level of exposures to violating content has a different risk profile than a few users with high levels 
of exposure
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Enabling external validation

Delivered in (public) Data Sets

⊳ The top N pieces of public content (Ideally by views)
⋗ N should be 10,000+
⋗ Released on a regular and fast cadence (Daily or weekly)

⊳ A random sample of N impressions on public content
⋗ N should be at least 10,000+
⋗ Released on a regular and fast cadence (Daily or weekly)

⊳ What should be in the dataset? Could be very minimal and privacy respecting
⋗ For Top N, could be literally two columns: URL to content, # of views in relevant time window
⋗ For random sample could be ~5 columns:

○ URL to content
○ Where impression took place (Which surface/product in the platform)
○ What algorithmic systems played a part in making the impression
○ If the user followed the creator of the content or not
○ If the user followed the creator due to an algorithmic recommendation
○ Maybe: basic demographic information (region, age range)
○

⊳ Ideally: Real time to support civil society groups trying to protect their communities
⋗ Especially around critical events

⊳ These are all reasonable datasets to ask for. Platforms are already providing versions of them.



Enabling external validation

FB WVCR Twitter Sample Strem

https://transparency.fb.com/data/widely-viewed-content-report/
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/tweets/volume-streams/api-reference/get-tweets-sample-stream

Meta’s CrowdTangle

https://transparency.fb.com/data/widely-viewed-content-report/
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/tweets/volume-streams/api-reference/get-tweets-sample-stream


Algorithmic Transparency

Delivered in a (public) transparency report

⋗ Summary of basic components:
○ Inventory, Features, Machine Learning Models, Value Model, and System Evaluation

⊳ Features
⋗ Most important features in the machine learning models
⋗ Especially features that rely on the individual users data and engagement history

⊳ Machine Learning Models
⋗ Most important machine learning models and what they are trying to predict
⋗ Especially models that are predicting user actions
⋗ How violating content performs in the models*

⊳ Value Model
⋗ Most significant contributions to the value model
⋗ Ideally just the straight value model

⊳ System evaluation
⋗ Topline metrics used to evaluate the ranking system
⋗ Most important metrics used in evaluating A/B tests

⊳ These are all reasonable to ask for. Platforms are already providing versions.



Algorithmic Transparency
Meta Model Cards

Twitter “The Algorithm” Source Code

https://transparency.fb.com/features/explaining-ranking
https://github.com/twitter/the-algorithm

https://transparency.fb.com/features/explaining-ranking
https://github.com/twitter/the-algorithm


Algorithmic Transparency
⊳ It is possible to evaluate how much algorithmic systems amplify violating content
⊳ The “Natural Engagement Pattern” from Zuckerberg sets expectations

⋗ Engagement based ranking will amplify violating content
⊳ This can (has been) measured at platforms, can be made public
⊳ Platforms should publish how known violating content performs in their engagement classifiers

Predicted Engagement%
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As scores increase -->

Harmful content is 
more common

This chart cannot be measured

But this one can
https://www.facebook.com/notes/751449002072082/

https://www.facebook.com/notes/751449002072082/


Transparency of company processes

Delivered in a (public) transparency report

⊳ Summary of company processes that can impact exposures to violating content

⊳ Core metrics used in A/B testing

⊳ An outline of their processes for product or ranking changes
⋗ Compare process for features to reduce harms on the platform and “normal” growth features

⊳ Their process for platform changes around significant events (Elections)

⊳ Staffing levels on integrity and trust and safety teams

⊳ Platforms should release how they assess content quality
⋗ Specifically any quality assessments related to integrity

⋗ Should include positive definitions of content quality as well as negative



Wrap Up



Key Takeaways

⊳ Regulation mandating transparency is coming, from all over the world
⊳ This is most likely going to be a good thing, and it could be a great thing

⋗ Meaningful transparency can raise the influence of integrity and T&S teams internally
⊳ Goals of transparency:

⋗ Informing the public about the scale, cause, and nature of harms that occur on platforms
○ Giving the public enough information to validate the claims of the platforms
○ Giving the public enough information to validate the platforms are designed responsibly
○ Broadly aid the public in understanding platforms and their impact

⋗ Meaningful transparency will provide accountability
○ Incentivize companies to take concerns from integrity and trust & safety teams more 

seriously
○ Incentivize companies to take recommendations from integrity and trust & safety teams 

more seriously
○ Create a stronger business incentive to design the platform more responsibly

⊳ These can actually all be achieved through comprehensive transparency
⋗ And an interpretation of all the bills is close to getting us here
⋗ TBD if that interpretation will win in the end…



Integrity Institute


